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Abstract  
Intercalation of atomic species through epitaxial graphene layers began only a few years following 
its initial report in 2004.1 The impact of intercalation on the electronic properties of the graphene 
is well known; however, the intercalant itself can also exhibit intriguing properties not found in 
nature. This suggests that a shift in the focus of epitaxial graphene intercalation studies may lead 
to fruitful exploration of many new forms of traditionally 3D materials. In the following forward-
looking review, we summarize the primary techniques used to achieve and characterize EG 
intercalation, and introduce a new, facile approach to readily achieve metal intercalation at the 
graphene/silicon carbide interface. We show that simple thermal evaporation-based methods can 
effectively replace complicated synthesis techniques to realize large-scale intercalation of non-
refractory metals. We also show that these methods can be extended to the formation of compound 
materials based on intercalation. Two-dimensional (2D) silver (2D-Ag) and large-scale 2D gallium 
nitride (2D-GaNx) are used to demonstrate these approaches. 
 
Introduction 
Since its discovery >150 years ago, intercalation has enabled the creation of materials for 
applications ranging from catalysis and energy storage, to superconductivity and lubrication.2–7 
Importantly, intercalation also enables the decoupling of layers from bulk materials, as well as 
from native substrates.8,9 For example, epitaxial graphene (EG) layers grown on silicon carbide 
(SiC) substrates may be physically decoupled from the substrate by intercalation to the EG/SiC 
interface.9 EG is created when Si atoms sublime from the surface of SiC, leaving behind carbon 
atoms which reconstruct epitaxially with the SiC surface. This process enables the realization of 
large-area graphene layers, but also results in the formation of an electrically inactive, carbon-rich 
buffer layer which is partially covalently bound to the SiC surface.9 This buffer layer scatters 
carriers in overlying graphene, thereby decreasing carrier mobility compared to exfoliated 
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graphene.10,11 However, intercalation of atomic species to the buffer layer/SiC interface both 
physically and electronically decouples the buffer layer from SiC, resulting in the formation of 
quasi-free standing epitaxial graphene (QFEG) layers with improved carrier transport.12 This 
decoupling is possible with a wide range of intercalant species, including H, O, Ge, and Pd, among 
others.9,13–20 While the precise mechanism of atomic intercalation to the EG/SiC interface is still 
under investigation, there is experimental evidence that the intercalant atoms diffuse through 
graphene defects and domain edges to reach to the EG/SiC interface.9,15,21 In this review we discuss 
intercalation in EG/SiC systems, highlighting key techniques to realize intercalated EG/SiC 
materials. We emphasize the promise of intercalation beyond improved graphene properties, as a 
means of realizing unique, 2D intercalant layers and compounds such as 2D-Ag and 2D-GaNx.  
 
Experimental Considerations for Intercalated Epitaxial Graphene 
Experimental parameters play a significant role in achieving intercalation to the EG/SiC interface. 
Here we discuss key components of the EG intercalation process, including EG growth, surface 
treatments, precursor choice, and intercalation method. 
 
Epitaxial Graphene on Silicon Carbide: Growth and Characterization 
While high-temperature graphitization of SiC was first demonstrated in the 1960s, the 
experimental realization of graphene in 2004 has led to a resurgence in the technique for mono- to 
few-layer graphene growth.1,22,23 Heating SiC substrates to temperatures above 1200°C24  under 
pressures ranging from ultra-high vacuum,23 to atmospheric24 results in the sublimation of silicon 
atoms from the SiC surface, where remaining carbon undergoes a (6√3 x 6√3)R30° reconstruction. 
This first carbon layer is commonly referred to as the buffer or zero layer, and consists of carbon 
atoms in a honeycomb structure, 1/3 of which are covalently bound to Si in the underlying SiC. 
Heating SiC substrates for increased time at elevated temperatures enables the formation of 
multiple graphene layers, where the continued sublimation of Si from the SiC leads to the creation 
of multiple graphene layers (Figure 1d).25  
 
Identification and investigation of as-grown and intercalated EG layers on SiC is commonly 
performed through a variety of analytical techniques including low energy electron diffraction 
(LEED), as well as x-ray photoelectron (XPS) and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopies 
(ARPES). When investigating intercalation, low energy electron diffraction may be used to 
monitor the EG/SiC system as it progresses from its initial state, containing a (6√3 x 6√3)R30° 
reconstructed (buffer) layer bonded to SiC (Figure 1d),  to its final intercalated state, where the 
buffer layer is decoupled from the SiC and transformed to QFEG (Figure 1e).26 Because the buffer 
layer exhibits a markedly different electron pattern from QFEG, the two structures may be easily 
distinguished (Figure 1a,b). Apart from LEED, changes in the C 1s and Si 2p core electron regions 
acquired from XPS can also indicate intercalation (Figure 1c). The C1s region of pristine EG/SiC 
exhibits features related to the buffer layer, bulk SiC, as well as any present QFEG. Given 
sufficient energy resolution, the C 1s buffer layer component (Figure 1c) may be fitted with S1 
and S2 peaks, where S1 corresponds to carbon atoms in the reconstructed buffer layer bound to 
one Si atom in SiC and 3 sp2 C atoms within the buffer layer. S2 corresponds to the remaining sp2 
C atoms in the reconstructed layer.26 Intercalation of atoms to the EG/SiC interface eliminates the 
buffer layer component from the C 1s region, due to disruption of the buffer layer bonding to SiC. 
Additionally, a shift of approximately 0.7-2.0eV in bulk SiC C 1s and Si 2p peak positions is often 
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observed in the XPS spectrum as a result of intercalation.9,15,18,27–35 This shift indicates a change 
in the charge transfer between SiC and EG caused by the presence of an intercalant layer.  
 
Changes in the doping of graphene layers can also signify intercalation. This can be investigated 
through ARPES, where the graphene Dirac point can be monitored relative to the Fermi level. 
Changes in the Dirac point following exposure of EG to intercalant species can indicate 
intercalation to the EG/SiC interface and decoupling of the buffer layer (Figure 1f).9 Similarly, 
restoration of the Dirac point to its original energy following additional sample annealing can 
indicate deintercalation of atoms from the EG/SiC interface and reformation of the buffer layer 
(Figure 1f,v).9 While practically absent from intercalation studies to-date, Auger electron 
spectroscopy and cross-sectional scanning transmission electron microscopy are also valuable 
techniques to directly investigate the surface and interfacial chemistry of intercalated EG/SiC 
systems in addition to the structure of the intercalant layer.36–38 As the field progresses, these 
techniques should be considered key components for investigation and identification of 
intercalated materials. 
 
Defect-Mediated Intercalation 
Epitaxial graphene can readily accommodate intercalation.14,15,18,19,39,40 However, intercalation 
through pristine, multilayer EG is limited by defects native to the grown graphene layers. Thus, 
the low defect density afforded by high-temperature EG synthesis techniques can limit the lateral 
scale of intercalation. Successful intercalation is attributed to the formation of cracks and defects 
in graphene layers caused by initial deposition of intercalant species on the sample surface.15 
However, reproducible, large-area intercalation can be achieved through the use of EG layers 
which are highly defective to begin with, for example, as a result of exposure to plasma treatments. 
Exposing EG layers to O2/He plasmas for instance can result in the formation of carbon vacancies, 
where vacancy edge atoms may also become passivated by the plasma constituents. Passivated 
species such as C-O-C and C=O are believed to aid intercalation by binding to intercalant atoms 
more strongly than pristine graphene layers.37 Thus, these passivated species can effectively draw 
Figure 1: LEED patterns for buffer layer EG before (a) and after (b) hydrogen intercalation, where reconstruction spots are 
suppressed upon intercalation of hydrogen atoms. (c) C 1s core level spectra of monolayer graphene (buffer + 1 layer) before (top) 
and after (bottom) hydrogen intercalation, where hydrogen intercalation decouples the buffer layer, creating QFEG, as depicted in 
(d) and (e). The C 1s SiC peak shifts to lower binding energies upon intercalation and the buffer layer S1 and S2 components are 
no longer present. (f) ARPES measurements show the monolayer graphene (d) Dirac cone before (f, i) and after (f, ii) hydrogen 
intercalation. Deintercalation of hydrogen is observed as the sample is annealed, and the Dirac point returns to its initial energy (f, 
iii-v). Images are reproduced with permission from reference 9. 
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intercalants to the graphene surface where intercalation can take place. Plasma-treated EG layers 
are used to realize large-area Ga, In, and Sn,37,38 as well as Ag  and GaNx demonstrated later in 
this review.   
 
Intercalation Approaches 
A wide library of EG/SiC intercalants have been demonstrated over the last decade (Table 1), 
where intercalants enable p-type, n-type, as well as charge neutral graphene. Ge and Au have been 
shown to enable both p and n type graphene doping individually, which is attributed to different 
thicknesses of the elemental layers at the EG/SiC interface. Most EG intercalations (Table 1) 
utilize an initial deposition step, where metal atoms such as Co, Pt, Fe, and Au are deposited onto 
the EG surface via thermal or E-beam evaporation, sputtering, or molecular beam/Knudsen cell 
deposition.19,27,34,40 Following this step, EG/SiC substrates are annealed at temperatures typically 
≥600°C under ultra-high vacuum (UHV), to induce intercalation.19,27,32,34,40 This synthesis 
approach is well suited to investigation of intercalated structures, due to the relative ease of 
characterizing samples in situ through LEED, ARPES, XPS, or a combination of all three 
techniques. Investigation of intercalated materials through scanning tunneling microscopy and 
spectroscopy is also common, and can reveal ordered intercalant structures underneath the 
graphene layers.16,28,41–44 
 
Elemental intercalation may also be achieved using gas-phase precursors such as H2, O2, air, and 
NH3.
9,17,31,32,36  In a similar fashion to metals deposited on EG, gas phase atomic species are 
hypothesized to adsorb onto the graphene surface and diffuse through graphene layers. In contrast 
to typical UHV metal intercalation, intercalation of elements from gaseous precursors is typically 
performed near atmospheric pressure.9,17,32,45 While less studied, alternative sources such as 
plasmas, metal-organics, molten baths, and molecular precursors may also be used to achieve 
intercalation.13,36,46,47 Such sources have been successfully used to intercalate H, Ga, Ca and F. 
Overall, these studies demonstrate that a wide range of precursors and pressures may be used to 
achieve elemental intercalation.  
 
Ultra-high vacuum metal intercalation is the most widely utilized EG intercalation technique, but 
recent studies have shown that metal intercalation can also be achieved through simple, non-UHV 
methods. For example, metal intercalation can be achieved by heating a solid precursor and an 
EG/SiC substrate together in a tube furnace or sealed ampoule.37,47,48 This simultaneous heating 
approach is effective for intercalating a wide range of non-refractory metals with melting 
temperatures near or below ~900°C, which can be easily reached in a simple tube furnace. Heating 
at or above the melting temperature of the metallic precursor often enables a vapor pressure great 
enough for intercalation. However, to intercalate high-melting temperature metals, the use of 
compound precursors may be necessary. In such cases, decomposition chemistry, relative 
constituent vapor pressure, and flow or vapor transport characteristics must also be considered to 
achieve successful intercalation. 
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Table 1: EG/SiC Intercalation Conditions (Temperature, Pressure) and Resulting Graphene Carrier Type 
 
  
Intercalant 
Intercalation  
Pressure 
Intercalation 
Temperature (°C) 
Deintercalation 
Temperature (°C) 
Majority 
Carrier Type 
ED relative to Ef 
(Ef=0) (meV)  
H 
600 Torr12 
atmospheric9  
600 – 12009,12  p 1009 
Li UHV30,49 
290 – 33015  
35049 
36030 
50049 n 
-650 – -90015 
 -100049  
-140030 
N  50031    
O  Atmospheric17,32,45,50     
25017,50  
60032,45 
75050 
 p  
F 
 
20051 
80013 
 
120013 
p51  
neutral13 
79051  
013 
Na   UHV52 18052  n  
Si UHV 
75033 
80053 
100033,53 n 
-26033  
-30053 
Ca  35047    
Mn UHV 60054 120054 n -30054 
Fe UHV 60034  n -25034 
Co UHV 650 – 80016,40    
Cu UHV 
60039 
70020 
80039 n 
90039  
85020 
Ga 50 Torr 550, 67536    
Ge UHV 72014 80014 p, n  
Pd UHV >70018 90018 neutral  
Sn UHV 85035 105035   
Eu UHV 
80055 
120 – 30056 
 
105056 
n   
Yb   UHV57 50057  n 150057 
Pt UHV 90027  n -15027 
Au          UHV19,41,58 800 – 100019,41,58  p19, n19,58 
10019  
-23258   
-85019 
Pb UHV 67528  p 10028 
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Intercalation via Thermal Vaporization: Creating 2D Silver and GaNx 
Silver is a promising material for plasmon-based technologies such as biosensors and 
waveguides.59–64 However, implementation of Ag films into plasmonic devices is limited by the 
need for encapsulation layers that can protect Ag films from oxidation. Intercalation of Ag atoms 
through EG layers is one promising method to realize Ag films with an inherent, overlying 
graphene capping layer.65,66 While intercalation of Ag through graphene on native metal substrates 
has been performed with mixed success,67–69 we show that EG/SiC may be reliably intercalated 
with Ag to realize encapsulated, 2D-Ag films for plasmonic applications.   
 
2D-Ag films are synthesized using the process detailed in Figure 2a, where EG is first synthesized 
on SiC.70 Following this synthesis, defects in the graphene layers are generated by exposing 
graphene to an O2/He plasma treatment.
37,48 Graphene/SiC substrates are then placed face down 
over metallic Ag powder and heated  to 900-950°C, under 300 Torr for 20 minutes (Figure 2b). A 
constant flow rate of 50 sccm Ar is maintained throughout the synthesis period. Cross-sectional 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) of intercalated Ag samples shows 1 and 4 Ag 
layers located between graphene and the SiC substrate (Figure 2c,d). These interfacial layers are 
confirmed to consist of Ag atoms through energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy mapping (EDS) 
(Figure 2e). Dark-field microscopy and second harmonic generation (SHG) imaging 
measurements are performed to investigate the plasmonic properties of 2D-Ag. The normalized 
dark-field scattering spectrum in Figure 2f shows a peak at 1.87 eV which reveals that the 
intercalated Ag film exhibits a plasmon resonance in the visible region. The same measurements 
are performed on a 40 nm, bare Ag film directly deposited on SiC via E-beam evaporation. 
Unlike the intercalated Ag, the deposited film does not show dark field spectral peak, possibly 
due to oxidation of the Ag film during transportation of the sample and measurement in ambient. 
Thus, intercalation of Ag atoms to the EG/SiC interface is a promising approach for protection 
of metal films from oxidation.  
 
Figure 2: (a) Intercalation schematic illustrating graphene growth, plasma treatment, and metal intercalation (b) Diagram of 
experimental setup depicting a quartz tube containing an alumina crucible and an EG/SiC substrate placed facing downward, into 
the crucible. (c) Cross-sectional STEM showing 1 and (d) 4 layers of Ag between EG and SiC. (e) Corresponding Ag EDS. (f) 
Dark field scattering spectrum showing a peak at 1.87 eV, reflecting the plasmonic character of the Ag film. (g) Map of SHG 
peak across the EG/Ag/SiC surface showing the presence of Ag layers across 10s of microns. 
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Second harmonic generation imaging microscopy (Figure 2g) confirms that 2D-Ag created at the 
EG/SiC interface supports non-linear optical phenomena with uniform responses over large areas. 
Decreased intensity observed near the edges of the image is attributed to the point-spread function 
of the optical setup utilized for the measurement. However, the stripe-like pattern is the result of 
2D-Ag discontinuities that result from large (>2 nm) terrace steps in the SiC substrate. This 
demonstrates that even with uniform defect formation in EG prior to intercalation, the SiC 
morphology can play a dominant role in achieving uniform elemental intercalation. The nonlinear 
optical enhancement observed via SHG measurements further supports the notion that intercalated 
Ag layers exist in a metallic, plasmon-supporting state and are protected from oxidation by 
overlying graphene.71,72 The SHG measurements also enable extraction of the second order non-
linear susceptibility (2) of 2D-Ag. In the case of 2D-Ag formed via intercalation, 2 ≈ 1.7 x10-9 
m/V, which is 250× larger than that of Ag nanoparticle colloids.73 The large increase in 2 is 
attributed to a combination of plasmon-resonant excitation and the non-symmetric bonding that 
occurs in 2D metals intercalated at the interface of EG and SiC37 that enables large second-order 
non-linear responses. Therefore, the creation of 2D-Ag constitutes a major advancement in the use 
of 2D Ag films in practical photonic applications. Beyond the realization of 2D Ag films, these 
studies show that this simple thermal vaporization-based approach readily enables the realization 
of new, 2D materials, and constitutes a relatively unutilized method for further 2D materials 
discovery, beyond exfoliation and chemical vapor deposition techniques. 
 
Thermal vaporization and reaction can also be 
applied to realize 2D compound materials at the 
EG/SiC interface. The creation of 2D GaNx  
initially reported by Al Balushi et al., utilized 
Ga intercalation from trimethyl gallium, 
followed by reaction with NH3.
36  However, 2D 
GaNx can readily be realized through simple 
evaporation of a metallic Ga source followed 
by annealing in NH3, in situ or ex situ. The 
process is identical to that outlined in Figure 2a 
and b, but intercalation and reaction is 
performed at a temperature of 700°C. 
Following synthesis, samples are characterized 
via cross-sectional STEM, EDS, and electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Figure 3a-e). 
Figure 3a,b shows two cross-sectional STEM regions, where the first consists of the characteristic 
Ga bilayer observed in previous 2D GaNx studies. The second region includes thicker GaNx located 
between graphene and SiC. This is also consistent with previous 2D-GaNx studies, which show a 
range of GaN thicknesses at the EG/SiC interface. Both 2D-GaNx and thicker GaNx show N and 
Ga signatures from EDS and EELS measurements (Figure 3c,d,e). These results demonstrate an 
alternative approach to realizing compound 2D materials between graphene and SiC which does 
not require complex or logistically difficult metal organic sources. Thus, this thermal evaporation-
based method is a rapid, accessible route for the synthesis of both 2D metals and 2D compounds 
at the EG/SiC interface.  
Figure 3: (a, b) Cross-sectional STEM showing 2D and multilayer 
GaNx between EG and SiC. (c,d) EDS maps of Ga and N for the 
multilayer region shown in (a). (e) EELS spectra for GaNx in (a,b) 
showing N and Ga signatures from both regions.  
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Conclusion and Outlook 
Over the last decade, EG/SiC intercalation has been demonstrated under UHV and atmospheric 
conditions using a variety of precursor materials. Recent studies emphasize the importance of 
graphene defects in achieving large-area intercalation, and demonstrate a simplified approach to 
realizing EG/metal/SiC structures. This approach utilizes thermal evaporation of metal sources at 
300 Torr to realize large-area, plasmonically-active metal layers which are protected from 
environmental effects. Looking forward, intercalation and reaction at the EG/SiC interface may be 
adopted to realize a wide-array of intercalated systems, where the intercalant may be investigated 
beyond the context of its impact on overlying graphene. Furthermore, 2D layers and bulk 
substrates beyond graphene and SiC may be investigated as host systems to enable new, 2D layers. 
This approach can enable the realization of 2D forms of materials that do not exist in nature, and 
hold promise in technologies ranging from biosensors to superconductors.  
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